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Laboratory Studies in Integrated Principles of Zoology uses a comprehensive, phylogenetic

approach in emphasizing basic biological principles, animal form and function, and evolutionary

concepts. This introductory lab manual is ideal for a one- or two-semester course. The new edition

expertly combines up-to-date coverage with the clear writing style and dissection guides that have

distinguished this manual from edition to edition.
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Cleve Hickman is Professor Emeritus at Washington and Lee University, Lexington, VA. He

received his Ph.D. in Zoology from the University of British Columbia, did research in animal

physiology for eight years, and taught zoology for over 30 years. He's made over 20 trips to the

Galapagos Islands for research and as an instructor for student field trips

I am teaching this class at a nationally ranked high school this fall. My background is in zoology and

I find this text book to fit the bill for our Pre-vet/animal science leaning kids. The text is engaging, the

graphics well placed and they supplement the points the text makes.There are focus questions at

the end of the chapter that go beyond the "List this... " "Define that..." types of thinking. I appreciate

those.The only change I would make would be how the authors discuss the Big Bang in the second

chapter. The writing/explanation, while scientifically accurate, leaves some turns of phrase which

appear weak and story-like. That annoyed me because evolution is the cornerstone of

biology/zoology and I thought that should have been more polished.Overall, the text is a great



resource and I welcome using this for my class this fall.

I used this book during my animal bio course and it was very helpful. It contains details and text

easy to follow. I read trough this book to pass my lab practicals.

I am a French canadian university student. One of my teachers in zoology class recommended

readings in this book. The content is really complete and interesting. There's a glossary with the

etymology of the terms, which I really appreciate because I feel it helps my understanding in my

study. At the end of each chapter, there is a summary of the theory and review questions. I would

have liked a French version, but I'm comfortable reading English.I asked for a delivery in the

shortest time (I live in Quebec, Canada) and I received the package on the third day. The book was

in very good condition, not a single page was torn or bent. I am very satisfied with my little find on .

The book was great. In was in good condition. Almost new. Would definitely order again

Good

I am teaching this class at a nationally ranked high school this fall. My background is in zoology and

I find this text book to fit the bill for our Pre-vet/animal science leaning kids. The text is engaging, the

graphics well placed and they supplement the points the text makes.There are focus questions at

the end of the chapter that go beyond the "List this... " "Define that..." types of thinking. I appreciate

those.The only change I would make would be how the authors discuss the Big Bang in the second

chapter. The writing/explanation, while scientifically accurate, leaves some turns of phrase which

appear weak and story-like. That annoyed me because evolution is the cornerstone of

biology/zoology and I thought that should have been more polished.Overall, the text is a great

resource and I welcome using this for my class this fall.

Excellent condition

love it
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